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it's a good thing that i'm not a noob! i only thought i was one! anyway, my mistake was that i thought the usb device in question was faulty, whereas in fact it was working
fine, it was just the formatting that was bad. i've now used the same usb stick to download a third party program called usb_flashtool. (itunes for mac version). it reads the

device and reflashes it with the windows 10 drivers (apparently the windows drivers on the website are for windows 7 and windows 8, and not windows 10). great! now i
can boot my computer from the usb stick and use the stick as a sort of flash drive. and the usb stick is now in working order! i'm quite proud of myself for picking up so

quickly! i also managed to fix the issue i had with the bad sector error. i never had it before but it just seemed to appear out of nowhere. i'm not sure if this has something
to do with the usb stick i used, or the error it caused the hard drive to give up. the issue is now completely resolved. i just have to remember to not use the usb stick for
data storage. there's no way i'm leaving data on a stick that's going to fail me! moreover, bad sectors corrupt data on the hard drive and this could make the hard drive

unable to boot. if the hard drive is damaged or will fail soon, you would lose all of the information stored on it. to help you analyze the alcormp.exe process on your
computer, you may find the following programs useful: security task manager displays all windows tasks running, including built-in hidden processes such as keyboard and
browser monitoring or auto-start entries. a single security risk rating indicates the probability that it is spyware, malware or a potential trojan horse. this anti-virus detects

and removes spyware, adware, trojans, keyloggers, malware and trackers from your hard disk.
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